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We report a structural comparison of the first PDZ domain of
ZO-1 (ZO1-PDZ1) and the PDZ domain of Erbin (Erbin-PDZ).
Although the binding profile of Erbin-PDZ is extremely specific
([D/E][T/S]WVCOOH), that of ZO1-PDZ1 is similar ([R/K/S/
T][T/S][W/Y][V/I/L]COOH) but broadened by increased promis-
cuity for three of the last four ligand residues. Consequently, the
biological functionofZO-1 is alsobroadened, as it interactswith
both tight and adherens junction proteins, whereas Erbin is
restricted to adherens junctions. Structural analyses reveal that
the differences in specificity can be accounted for by two key
differences in primary sequence. A reduction in the size of the
hydrophobic residue at the base of the site0 pocket enables ZO1-
PDZ1 to accommodate larger C-terminal residues. A single
additional difference alters the specificity of both site!1 and
site!3. In ZO1-PDZ1, an Asp residue makes favorable interac-
tions with both Tyr!1 and Lys/Arg!3. In contrast, Erbin-PDZ
contains an Arg at the equivalent position, and this side chain
cannot accommodate either Tyr!1 or Lys/Arg!3 but, instead,
interacts favorably with Glu/Asp!3. We propose a model for
ligand recognition that accounts for interactions extending
across the entire binding site but that highlights several key
specificity switches within the PDZ domain fold.

PDZ3 (PSD-95/Discs-large/ZO-1) domains are compact
globular modules that typically recognize specific C-terminal
motifs and, in so doing, assemble multicomponent protein
complexes inside eukaryotic cells (1, 2). PDZ domains are usu-
ally embedded in larger multidomain scaffold proteins that
often includemultiple PDZdomains and other protein-binding

modules. Thus, the biological function of each PDZ domain is
determined by its intrinsic ligand specificity and also by the
context in which it interacts with other cellular components.
To understand how the diverse members of the PDZ domain
family have adapted to their particular biological roles, it will be
important to define accurately the specificity of each domain
and the structural basis for ligand recognition. To this end, we
have conducted comparative structural and functional studies
of the PDZ domains of the human LAP (leucine-rich repeats
and PDZ domains) family member Erbin (3, 4) and the
MAGUK (membrane-associated guanylate kinase) family
member zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1) (5), as these two proteins
offer an opportunity to examine both the similarities and dif-
ferences between domains that have adapted to similar but dis-
tinct biological functions.
In an accompanying article (6), we used phage-displayed

peptide libraries to define the binding specificities of the single
PDZ domain of Erbin (Erbin-PDZ) and two of the three PDZ
domains of ZO-1, along with those of the other human LAP
familymembersDensin-180 and Scribble (or Scrib) (Fig. 1).We
found that Erbin-PDZ exhibits a strict preference for particular
types of residues at each of the last four ligand positions4 and
thus recognizes a highly conserved core binding motif
([E/D][T/S]WVCOOH). Interestingly, the first PDZ domain of
ZO-1 (ZO1-PDZ1) recognizes a core binding motif ([T/S/K/
R][T/S][W/Y][V/L/I]COOH) that resembles that of Erbin-PDZ
but also exhibits significant differences. In particular, it appears
that the ligand binding profile of ZO1-PDZ1 is expanded in
comparison with that of Erbin-PDZ by virtue of increased
promiscuity for three of the last four ligand residues. Specifi-
cally, both domains accept ligands containing Val at position0,
but only ZO1-PDZ1 is able to accept the larger Leu/Ile residues
with comparable affinity. At site!1, Erbin-PDZ exhibits a strict
preference for Trp side chains, whereas ZO1-PDZ1 is bispe-
cific, accepting either Trp or Tyr but discriminating against
other residues. Finally, the two domains differ dramatically in
their preferences at site!3. Erbin-PDZ exhibits a preference
for acidic residues, whereas ZO1-PDZ1 exhibits bispecific
character at this site, preferring either basic residues or
small, polar Thr/Ser residues.
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These differences and similarities in ligand specificity reflect
the overlapping yet distinct subcellular localizations and bio-
logical interactions of Erbin andZO-1. Erbin and the other LAP
family members are involved in the organization of junctional
complexes and in the establishment and maintenance of cell
polarity; and in polarized epithelia, they are localized on the
lateral membrane and at adherens junctions (7–9). Notably, we
and others have shown that Erbin-PDZ interacts strongly with
three members of the p120-like catenin family (!-catenin,
ARVCF (armadillo protein deleted in velo-cardiofacial syn-
drome), and p0071) (10–12), which contain a conserved C-ter-
minal sequence (DSWVCOOH) that closelymatches the optimal
binding motif defined by phage display. These p120-like
catenins also associate with other catenins and E-cadherin to
form the cadherin-catenin complex, a major component of
adherens junctions (13).
In non-epithelial cells and nonpolarized epithelial cells,

ZO-1 also associates with adherens junction markers (14–18),
and its localization resembles that of Erbin. Indeed, it has been
shown that, under these conditions, ZO-1 co-localizes with
E-cadherin, and like Erbin-PDZ, ZO1-PDZ1 binds to the C ter-
minus of ARVCF (11, 16). However, as polarization proceeds
and distinct junctional complexes form, ZO-1 segregates away
from E-cadherin and localizes exclusively to the tight junctions
that form apical to the adherens junctions (14, 19). The recruit-
ment of ZO-1 to the tight junctions is mediated by interactions
between ZO1-PDZ1 and the C termini of claudins (20, 21),
which are the major structural proteins of tight junctions and
for the most part share a common C-terminal motif (YVCOOH)
(6). In contrast, Erbin and the other LAP family members are

excluded from the tight junctions and remain confined to the
adherins junctions and the basolateral layer (7–9).
Thus, it appears that the bispecific character of the !1 and

!3 sites of ZO1-PDZ1 reflects the bifunctional nature of ZO-1
in the cellular environment. In nonpolarized cells, ZO1-PDZ1
is able to interact at adherens juctions with p120-like catenins
that contain Trp!1 (16), whereas in polarized cells it is able to
interact at tight junctions with claudins that contain Tyr!1 (6,
21). On the other hand, Erbin-PDZ has a strict preference for
Trp!1, and even in polarized cells, Erbin does not interact with
claudins but, rather, remains associatedwith p120-like catenins
at the adherens junctions (10–12). These differences in cellular
localization are also likely to be enforced by differences in
site!3. Erbin-PDZ prefers acidic residues at position!3, and all
three p120-like catenins described above contain an Asp at this
position. In contrast, acidic residues are conspicuously absent
at position!3 among the 20 known human claudins, which typ-
ically contain either basic residues orThr/Ser at this position, in
good agreement with the binding specificity of ZO1-PDZ1 (6).
In contrast with earlier studies that emphasized the impor-

tance of site0 and site!2 (22–24),more recent studies, including
the work described above, make it clear that PDZ domains rec-
ognize ligands through interactions that extend across the
entire surface of the binding groove (25–33). According to the
established PDZ domain classification system based on site0
and site!2, both Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 exhibit typical
class I specificities (X[T/S]X"COOH, where " is a hydrophobic
residue). However, it is clear that the ligand-binding specifici-
ties of these domains depend critically on interactions with all
four C-terminal residues and, importantly, that differences in

FIGURE 1. Structure-based sequence alignment and specificity profiles of LAP and ZO-1 PDZ domains. The sequence alignment delineates several PDZ
domains and their ligand binding profiles, which are detailed in an accompanying paper (6). The numbering of the starting position of each domain within the
full-length protein sequence is shown following the name. Specificity profiles for the last four residues are highlighted at the end of the alignment. Secondary
structure elements are indicated above the alignment and refer to the ZO1-PDZ1 structure. Helix "1 (light gray) is observed in the NMR structures of Scrib-PDZ1
and -PDZ2 (PDB codes 1X5Q and 1UJU, respectively) but is absent in Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1. Each residue is denoted and numbered according to its position
in an element of secondary structure; within loop regions, the residues are numbered according to the longest loop in the alignment. The black arrowheads
under the sequence indicate residues that are involved in ligand binding as detailed in Fig. 4. The figure was produced with ESPript (44).
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the specificities of site!1 and site!3 are critical determinants of
functional convergence and divergence.
Herein we report a comparative structural analysis aimed at

elucidating the molecular basis for the similarities and differ-
ences between the binding specificities of Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-
PDZ1. We solved the unliganded crystal structures of both
domains, as well as high resolution structures of ZO1-PDZ1 in
complex with two different phage-derived ligands designed to
investigate the broadened specificity of ZO1-PDZ1. Together
with a previously reported structure of Erbin-PDZ bound to an
optimal ligand (29), these structures allow for a detailed com-
parison of the ligand-binding sites of the two domains. Remark-
ably, the analysis reveals that the differences in the site!1 and
site!3 specificities of Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 are likely
caused by a single amino acid difference between the two
domains, and furthermore, the differences in site0 can be
accounted for by one additional difference. Overall, the results
support amodel for PDZ domain-ligand interactions that takes
into account interactions that extend across the entire binding
site but depends critically on several key specificity switches
within the PDZ domain fold.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Purification—Erbin-PDZ (residues 1314–1422) was
purified as described previously (29). For ZO1-PDZ1, a DNA
fragment encoding for residues 18–110 of human ZO-1 was
cloned into the NdeI/BamHI sites of the pET22d expression
vector, and this created an open reading frame encoding for
ZO1-PDZ1with anN-terminalHis tag and a thrombin cleavage
site. In addition, standard molecular biology techniques were
used to fuse 10-residue extensions to the C terminus of ZO1-
PDZ1 to produce open reading frames encoding for ZO1-
PDZ1-WV (extension, GGGWRRTTWV) and ZO1-PDZ1-YL
(extension,GGGWRRTTYL). For eachZO-1 protein fragment,
Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cultures harboring the expression
plasmid were grown at 37 °C to mid-log phase (A600 # 0.8).
Protein expression was induced with 0.4 mM isopropyl 1-thio-
#-D-galactopyranoside, and the culture was grown at 27 °C for
16 h. The bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 $ g
for 15 min, washed twice with 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), and
frozen at !80 °C for 8 h. The pellet was resuspended in 100 ml
of buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 500 mM NaCl), and
the bacteria were lysed by passing through Microfluidizer!
processing equipment. The cell lysate was loaded onto a nickel-
nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose column (Qiagen). The columnwas
washed with buffer A plus 20 mM imidazole, and the protein
was eluted with 250 mM imidazole in buffer A. Fractions con-
taining the protein of interestwere pooled, thrombinwas added
(1 unit/mg protein), and the sample was dialyzed overnight
against phosphate-buffered saline at 4 °C. The protein sample
was concentrated and further purified over a Superdex-75 col-
umn in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, and 5 mM
#-mercaptoethanol.
Crystallization and Structure Determination—Protein sam-

pleswere concentrated to 20mg/ml (Erbin-PDZ) or 6–7mg/ml
(ZO1-PDZ1 proteins). Crystals were grown by vapor diffusion
at 19 °C from sitting drops composed of 1 $l of protein and 1$l
of the appropriate reservoir solution. The following reservoir

solutions were used: Erbin-PDZ (0.1 M Tris-HCl, 35% polyeth-
ylene glycol 4000 (pH 7.5–8.5)), ZO1-PDZ-WV (0.1 M sodium
acetate, 2.0 M sodium formate (pH 4.6)), ZO1-PDZ1 and ZO1-
PDZ1-YL (0.1 M sodium acetate, 0.2 M ammonium sulfate, 30%
polyethylene glycol 2000 monomethyl ether (pH 4.6)). For
cryoprotection, each crystal was soaked briefly in a mixture of
75% reservoir solution and 25% ethylene glycol and subse-
quently flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Diffraction data were collected at beamline 5.0.1 (Advanced

Light Source, Berkeley, CA) for the ZO1-PDZ1-WV and ZO1-
PDZ1-YL crystals, at beamline 9-2 (Stanford SynchrotronRadi-
ation Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA) for the Erbin-PDZ crystal, or
on an in-house Cu-K" source for the ZO1-PDZ1 crystal (Table
1). Data were processed with DENZO and SCALEPACK from
the HKL suite (34). The structures were solved by molecular
replacement with AMoRe (35) or PHASER (36) using the PDZ
domain from a liganded Erbin-PDZ structure (PDB code
1MFG) (37) as the search model for the unliganded Erbin-PDZ
structure, our refined Erbin-PDZ structure as the searchmodel
for the unliganded ZO1-PDZ1 structure, and the refined coor-
dinates of the ZO1-PDZ1 structure as the search model for
the liganded ZO1-PDZ1 structures. Atomic models were
built with multiple rounds of manual inspection using Xtal-
View (38) or O (39) and refined by the maximum likelihood
method with REFMAC (40).
Each of the three ZO1-PDZ1 structures contains one mole-

cule per asymmetric unit; the Erbin-PDZ structure contains
two molecules per asymmetric unit. The ZO1-PDZ1-WV and
ZO1-PDZ1-YL structures form dimers. The 2-fold axes relat-
ing themolecules within these dimers to each other coincide in
both caseswith a crystallographic 2-fold axis. In each dimer, the
two PDZ monomers are arranged in a head-to-tail fashion
where each PDZ domain binds to the C-terminal peptide of its
symmetry-related binding partner. For all of the ZO1-PDZ1
structures, the entire PDZ domain is well defined in the elec-
tron density. In the Erbin-PDZ structure, the entire PDZ
domain is visible in the first molecule, but the last residue of the
C terminus is disordered in the second.

RESULTS

Crystallographic Analysis of Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1—
We determined the crystal structures of unliganded ZO1-
PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ, and the structures of ZO1-PDZ1 in
complex with two high affinity heptapeptides (WRRTTWV-
COOH andWRRTTYLCOOH) (Table 1) identified by C-termi-
nal phage display (6). The heptapeptides differ at the two
C-terminal positions and were chosen for structural analysis
to investigate the subtle differences between the specificities
of ZO1-PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ. To facilitate structural stud-
ies, we used a construct in which the peptides of interest
were fused to the C terminus of ZO1-PDZ1 via a tri-glycine
linker. This strategy was used previously to determine the
crystal structures of various PDZ domain-ligand complexes
(27, 28, 37) and, in the case of ZO1-PDZ1, resulted in the
formation of crystallographic dimers in which each fused
ligand binds to the apposing PDZ domain (Fig. 2A). The
crystal structures for the resulting fusion proteins are subse-
quently referred to as ZO1-PDZ1-WV or ZO1-PDZ1-YL for
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the structures of the complex with WRRTTWVCOOH or
WRRTTYLCOOH, respectively. All four structures presented
here were solved by molecular replacement and are well
refined with R-values ranging from 14.8 to 22.7% and with
good geometry. In particular, the ZO1-PDZ1-YL and -WV
structures were solved at 1.6 and 2 Å (Table 1), respectively,
and thus provide high enough resolution to allow comment-
ing on critical differences of the bound ligands. This enables
us to suggest how specificity among related PDZ domains is
achieved on a structural basis.
Overall Structure—The canonical PDZ domain fold is char-

acterized by a six-stranded #-sandwich that is capped with two

"-helices. Helix "1 usually follows
strand #3. However, similar to pre-
viously reported structures of
Erbin-PDZ (29, 37), ZO1-PDZ1
lacks helix"1 (Fig. 2B). Helix"2 fol-
lows strand #5 and is present in all
PDZ domains. Helix "2 and strand
#2 form either side of the conserved
ligand-binding cleft within the PDZ
domain fold. In the liganded ZO1-
PDZ1 structures, the heptapeptides
are bound in this cleft and are well
defined in the electron density. The
temperature factors of the bound
ligands are among the lowest in the
entire structure with the exception
of the guanidinium groups of Arg!5

andArg!6, which aremobile in both
structures.
To facilitate the comparison of

PDZ structures, we have adopted a
naming convention that recognizes structurally equivalent
residues (Fig. 1). In this numbering scheme, residue #2-1 for
example, represents the first residue in strand #2, whereas
#2:#3-1 indicates the first amino acid in the loop between
strands #2 and #3. Because of numerous insertions and dele-
tions within the loop regions of many PDZ domains, it is not
possible to unequivocally assign structurally equivalent res-
idues in these regions. Therefore, the numbering represents
the lengths of the longest loops used in our alignment.
At the high protein concentrations used during crystalliza-

tion, the ligand-binding grooves of PDZ domains are often
occupied by the C termini of symmetry-related molecules

FIGURE 2. Overall structure of ZO1-PDZ1. A, crystallographic dimer of ZO1-PDZ1-YL with the PDZ domains
colored red and magenta and the heptapeptide ligands colored green. Regions in gray represent the tri-glycine
linker between the PDZ domain and the ligand and a tetrapeptide that was fused to the N terminus as a result
of the cloning procedures. B, stereoscopic representation of ZO1-PDZ1-YL with secondary structure elements
labeled (PDZ domain, gray; heptapeptide, green). Structural figures were produced with PyMOL (DeLano Sci-
entific, San Carlos, CA).

TABLE 1
Data collection and refinement statistics
ALS, Advanced Light Source; SSRL, Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory; ASU, asymmetric unit.

ZO1-PDZ1-YL ZO1-PDZ1-WV ZO1-PDZ1 Erbin-PDZ
Data collection
Source ALS 5.0.1 ALS 5.0.1 Home source SSRL 9-2
PDB code 2H2B 2H2C 2H3M 2H3L
Resolution (Å)a 50-1.6 (1.7-1.6) 50-2.0 (2.1-2.0) 30-2.8 (2.9-2.8) 30-1.0 (1.04-1.00)
Space group P41212 P3121 H32 P21
Cell parameters a, b # 52.4 a, b # 51.6 a, b # 62.8 a # 38.9

c # 92.9 c # 88.3 c # 154 b # 44.0
c # 57.3

# # 106.2°
Molecules/ASU 1 1 1 2
Unique reflections 17,606 9,658 3,037 100,042
Redundancy 7.3 5.8 9.4 3.2
Completeness (%)a 99.6 (98.4) 99.8 (100) 99.8 (98.0) 99.4 (97.6)
Rsym

a,b 0.052 (0.401) 0.059 (0.310) 0.076 (0.544) 0.071 (0.517)
%I/%I &a 31.9 (3.7) 29.8 (4.7) 34.2 (2.6) 19.5 (1.6)

Refinement
Resolution 30-1.6 40-2.0 30-2.9 30-1.0
Rcryst, Rfree

c 0.203, 0.232 0.209, 0.225 0.227, 0.294 0.148, 0.169
Non-hydrogen atoms
Protein 824 825 722 1,542
Solvent 113 43 10 269

Average B-factor (Å2) 27.6 52.4 45.6 12.9
r.m.s.d. bonds (Å) 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.011
r.m.s.d. angles (°) 1.36 1.16 1.15 1.52
Ramachandran plot (%)d 90.9/9.1/0/0 89.8/10.2/0/0 89.7/10.3/0/0 90.1/8.6/1.2/0

a Values in parentheses refer to data in the highest resolution shell.
bRsym # '!I ! %I&!/'I, where %I & is the average intensity of symmetry-related observations of a unique reflection.
c Rcryst # Rfree # '!Fo ! Fc! /'Fo , where Rfree represents 5% of the data selected randomly.
d Values represent the percentage of residues in the most favored, additionally allowed, generously allowed, and disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot, respectively (43).
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within the crystal lattice (23, 26, 41). Fortunately, the peptide-
binding grooves in the unliganded ZO1-PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ
structures presented here are empty and thus provide an
opportunity to compare the unliganded and liganded forms of
these domains. Crystallographic analysis of the sixth PDZ
domain of glutamate receptor-interacting protein (GRIP-
PDZ6) revealed that ligand binding induces a reorientation of
helix"2 (26), suggesting that PDZdomainsmight undergo con-
formational changes to accommodate ligands. In contrast,
superposition of the unliganded and liganded structures of the
third PDZ domain of PSD-95 (22) and those of the Shank1 PDZ
domain (25) did not show significant conformational changes
upon ligand binding. Similar to the Shank1 PDZ domains, our
unliganded Erbin-PDZ structure has root mean square devia-
tion (r.m.s.d.) values of 0.6 to 0.7 Å when compared with two
Erbin-PDZ structures in complex with low affinity peptides
(Fig. 3A) (37), indicating that no major structural changes
are induced upon ligand binding. Similarly, the three ZO1-
PDZ1 structures presented here superimpose with root
mean square deviation values of only 0.6 to 0.9 Å for 93
equivalent C" atoms, and aside from subtle movement in the
#2:#3 loop, there are no structural differences. The move-
ment in the #2:#3 loop is induced by the rotation of Phe(#2:
#3-9) around the peptide backbone, which results in a 5-Å
movement of its C" atom (Fig. 3B). In summary, it seems
that ligand binding does not induce conformational changes
in most PDZ domains studied thus far.
Comparison of Site0 and Site!2 of Erbin-PDZandZO1-PDZ1—

Tobetter understand themolecular basis for ligand recognition
and selectivity by PDZ domains, we compared the liganded
structures of ZO1-PDZ1 bound to peptides WRRTTWVCOOH
or WRRTTYLCOOH with an NMR structure of Erbin-PDZ
bound to a high affinity peptide (TGWETWVCOOH) (29). In
each structure, the PDZ domain forms extensive contacts with
the bound ligand. Some of these interactions are observed in
most PDZ domains, whereas other contacts seem to be specific
to class I PDZ domains preferring Thr/Ser at position!2. In all

three structures, the Thr!2 hydro-
xyl group is able to form a hydrogen
bond to N&2 of His("2-1), whereas
the aliphatic portion of the side
chain is in van derWaals distance to
Val("2-5) (Fig. 4A). These interac-
tions are consistent with the func-
tional analyses of these PDZ do-
mains; they are also in agreement
for the PDZ domains of the other
LAP family members Densin-180
and Scribble, which also containHis
and Val at "2!1 and "2-5, respec-
tively, and show a strong prefer-
ence for Thr/Ser!2 (6). Notably,
the third PDZ domain of ZO-1
(ZO1-PDZ3) exhibits no specific-
ity at site!2; this is the only do-
main that contains an Arg at "2-1
(Fig. 1).
At site0, all three structures are

very closely related in the way that the C-terminal carboxylate
group of the ligand forms hydrogen bonds with the main chain
amides of the carboxylate binding loop (#1:#2-7, #1:#2-8, and
#2-1). Interactions of this type are conserved among all PDZ
domains that engage ligands with free C termini (22, 28, 29).
However, the structures differ significantly in terms of the
interactions that mediate recognition of the C-terminal side
chain (Fig. 4A). In each liganded ZO1-PDZ1 structure, the side
chain of Val0 or Leu0 is buried in a deep hydrophobic pocket
that is formed predominantly by residues in the #1:#2 loop and
strand #2 (Phe(#1:#2-7), Ile(#2-1), Ile(#2-3)) but also involves
residues in helix "2 (Val("2-5), Leu("2-8)). However, depend-
ing on the bound ligand, Ile(#2-3) adopts different rotamers
around the C"–C# bond to accommodate either Val0 or Leu0.
Erbin-PDZ also contains an Ile at #2-3, but position #2-1 is
occupied by a larger Phe rather than an Ile. In comparison with
ZO1-PDZ1, the bulkier Phe(#2-1) side chain reduces the vol-
ume of the site0 pocket of Erbin-PDZ and restricts the move-
ment of the Ile side chain at #2-3, making the pocket less
accommodating for ligands with larger side chains at position0.
It is striking that the PDZ domains that have a stringent pref-
erence for a Val0 side chain (Erbin-PDZ, Densin-PDZ, and
Scrib-PDZ2) contain a Phe in position #2-1, whereas those that
can accommodate a larger Leu/Ile at site0 (Scrib-PDZ1, Scrib-
PDZ3, ZO1-PDZ1, and ZO1-PDZ3) contain a Leu/Ile at posi-
tion #2-1 (Fig. 1). Thus, it appears that generally the nature of
the hydrophobic residue at#2-1 is a key determinant of the site0
specificity of PDZ domains.
Comparison of Site1 and Site!3 of Erbin-PDZandZO1-PDZ1—

Erbin-PDZ displays a strict preference for Trp at site!1,
whereas in contrast, ZO1-PDZ1 is bispecific and can accom-
modate Trp or Tyr equally well. A comparison of the various
PDZ domain structures bound to ligands suggests a likely
explanation for this biologically important difference in speci-
ficity (Fig. 4B). In both domains, Trp!1 occupies a very similar
position, and the side chain extends across strand #2 and
inserts between the side chains of #3-5 and #3:"1-1. Alanine-

FIGURE 3. Superposition of ZO1-PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ structures. A, the left panel shows the superposition of
structures for unliganded (light orange) and liganded Erbin-PDZ (PDZ, green; peptide, magenta; PDB 1MFL). The
right panel displays the superposition of structures for unliganded (yellow) and liganded ZO1-PDZ1 (ZO1-PDZ-
YL: PDZ, gray; peptide, green; ZO1-PDZ-WV: PDZ, light blue; peptide, magenta). The arrow indicates the position
of the #2:#3 loop. B, the conformation of the #2:#3 loop of ZO1-PDZ1 differs between the unliganded (top) and
liganded (bottom) forms. This difference is due to rotation about the peptide backbone at residue #2:#3-9 and
results in the formation of a hydrophobic pocket that is occupied by Trp!6 in the liganded form.
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scanning mutagenesis of Erbin-PDZ has shown that favorable
recognition of the Trp!1 side chain does not derive from con-
tacts with PDZ domain side chains but, rather, from contacts
with the main chain of strands #2 and #3 (29). The crystal
structure of ZO1-PDZ1-WV shows as well that most interac-
tions of ZO1-PDZ with the Trp!1 side chain are mediated by
main chain interactions. In the ZO1-PDZ1-YL structure, the
Tyr!1 side chain occupies a position that is similar to that of

Trp!1; however, as the Tyr side
chain is somewhat smaller than the
Trp side chain, the overall amount
of buried surface and hydrophobic
interactions is decreased. In ZO1-
PDZ1, this loss in binding energy is
compensated for by the formation
of a hydrogen bond between the
hydroxyl group of Tyr!1 to the car-
boxylate group of Asp(#3-5). In our
accompanying article (6), we ob-
served that ZO1-PDZ1 has similar
affinities for peptides with Trp!1 or
Tyr!1. However, the replacement
with Phe!1 results in a 10-fold loss
in affinity, emphasizing the impor-
tance of the hydrogen bondbetween
Tyr!1 and Asp(#3-5). In contrast,
Erbin-PDZ contains an Arg at posi-
tion#3-5, which is not suited for the
formation of a similar interaction.
Thus, it appears that recognition of
Tyr!1 by ZO1-PDZ1 is dependent
on both interactions with the main
chain and hydrogen bond formation
with the side chain of Asp(#3-5).
Among the PDZ domains that we
investigated by phage display (Fig.
1), only ZO1-PDZ1 contains an Asp
in position #3-5, and it is the only
one with a preference for both
Trp!1 and Tyr!1. All of the other
domains either strongly prefer
Trp!1 or accommodate any amino
acid in this position. More detailed
analysis of binding preferences in
other PDZ domains will be required
to determine whether an Asp in
position #3-5 is a signature for PDZ
domains that are bispecific at site!1

with a preference for both Trp and
Tyr.
Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 differ

significantly in their specificity at
site!3, with Erbin-PDZ exhibiting a
strong preference for acidic resi-
dues and ZO1-PDZ1 preferring
either Thr/Ser or Arg/Lys (6). A
careful analysis of the crystal struc-
tures reveals that the specificity of

site!3 is closely tied to the residue at position #3-5. This resi-
due, therefore, is involved in the formation of interactions at
both site!1 and site!3 (Fig. 4B). In the case of Erbin-PDZ,
Arg(#3-5) is well positioned to make favorable electrostatic
interactions with a negatively charged ligand side chain at
site!3. This explains the preference of this domain and other
LAP family PDZ domains to bind peptides that contain nega-
tively charged residues at position!3, as they all contain Arg or

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the ligand-binding subsites of ZO1-PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ. In each horizontal
gallery, the three structures are shown in the same relative orientation. Main chain traces are rendered as gray
or green tubes for the PDZ domain or peptide ligand, respectively. Side chains are rendered as sticks, and carbon
atoms are colored green or yellow for the ligand or PDZ domain, respectively, except where noted. Side chain
oxygen and nitrogen atoms are colored red and blue, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are shown schematically as
blue dashes. A, the interactions at site0 and site!2 involve residues from the #1:#2 loop, strand #2, and helix "2.
ZO1-PDZ1, which contains an Ile at #2-1 (orange), can accommodate Val, Leu, or Ile at site0, whereas Erbin-PDZ
(PDB 1N7T), which contains a Phe at #2-1, shows a strict preference for Val0. Additionally, Ile(#2-3) (orange) of
ZO1-PDZ1 adopts different rotamers to accommodate either Val0 or Leu0. B, both Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1
accommodate Trp!1, which extends over strand #2. However, ZO1-PDZ1 also recognizes Tyr!1 because of a
hydrogen bond formed with the carboxylate group of Asp(#3-5). In contrast, Erbin-PDZ contains an Arg at
#3-5, which instead mediates a salt bridge with Glu!3. The ZO1-PDZ1 structures also display a hydrogen bond
between the hydroxyl atoms of Ser(#2-4) and Thr!3. C, ZO1-PDZ1 and Erbin-PDZ display a preference for a Trp
at positions !6 and !4, respectively. Although these interactions are dependent on residues in the #2:#3 loop
of both domains, the molecular details are different (see “Results,” under “Contributions of the #2: #3 Loop to
Ligand Recognition, for details).
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Lys at position #3-5 (Fig. 1). In contrast, the Asp in position
#3-5 of ZO1-PDZ1, which is responsible for the bispecific
nature of this domain to accommodate either Trp or Tyr in
site!1, conducts the preference of this domain toward the
binding of a positively charged residue in site!3. Alterna-
tively, ZO1-PDZ readily accepts Ser or Thr in this position,
small residues that are able to form hydrogen bonds with the
Ser in position #2-4 (Fig. 4B). This Ser is conserved in Erbin-
PDZ (Fig. 1), but the interaction between Arg(#3-5) and a
Glu/Asp!3 is likely to be stronger than the formation of a
hydrogen bond between Ser(#2-4) and Thr/Ser!3. In sum-
mary, the specificity at site!3 is conducted by interactions
with residues in position #2-4 or #3-5 for short or long
ligand side chains, respectively.
Contributions of the #2:#3 Loop to Ligand Recognition—

Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 exhibit preferences for ligands that
contain hydrophobic side chains as well as arginines and lysines
upstream of position!3. In both cases, recognition is mediated
predominantly by residues of the #2:#3 loop, but the structural
details of these interactions differ considerably (Fig. 4C). In
the case of Erbin-PDZ, the side chain of Trp!4 packs against
strand #2 and interacts with residues in strands #2 and #3
(Ser(#2-4), Thr(#3-4)) and the #2:#3 loop (Pro(#2:#3-8) and
Phe (#2:#3-9)). In ZO1-PDZ1, the #2:#3 loop forms a num-
ber of contacts with side chains at the !4 and !6 positions,
and Trp!6 appears to be especially important for binding (6).
Unlike for Erbin-PDZ, the side chain of Arg!4 points toward
helix "2, and the side chain of Trp!6 lies toward strand #2
and occupies a position similar to that of Trp!4 in the Erbin-
PDZ ligand.
In both liganded ZO1-PDZ1 structures, the interactions with

the peptide are virtually identical in this region, and it appears that
the last three residues of the ligand function as a unit that interacts
with the PDZ domain through both side chain and main chain
interactions. Themain chain nitrogen andoxygen atomsofArg!4

are hydrogen-bonded toO! andN! of Asn(#2:#3-6), respectively,
whereas the main chain nitrogen of Arg!5 participates in coordi-
nation of a water molecule with N! of the same Asn and themain
chain oxygen of Pro(#2:#3-7). In addition, the aromatic side chain
of Phe(#2:#3-9) is in van derWaals contact with the peptide bond
betweenArg!5 andTrp!6, highlighting the rearrangementwithin
the #2:#3 loop that occurs upon ligand binding (Fig. 3B). In con-
trast to their main chain atoms, the side chains at the !4 and !5
positions are not intimately involved in contacts with ZO1-PDZ1,
and the guanidiniumgroups of both arginines have very high tem-
perature factors, indicating that these side chains are rather
mobile. The side chain of Arg!5 is completely exposed to solvent
and does not form close interactions with the PDZ domain,
whereas the aliphatic portion of Arg!4 is in proximity to the side
chains of Asn(#2:#3-6) and His("2-1). A lack of interactions
involving Arg!5 is in good agreement with the promiscuity of
ZO1-PDZ1 with respect to this ligand position, but the structural
data do not explain the preference for residues with a general
hydrophobic character in position!4 (6). The aromatic side chain
of Trp!6 is buried in a deep pocket formed by Val(#3-2) and the
aliphaticportionsof Ser(#2-4),His(#2:#3-8), andSer(#3-4). Inter-
estingly, this pocket is not visible in the unliganded structure but,

rather, forms upon ligand binding as a result of rearrangements in
the #2:#3 loop (Fig. 3B).

DISCUSSION

It has become apparent that PDZ domains recognize C-ter-
minal ligands through interactions with a core ligand motif
consisting of the last four residues and that affinity can be fur-
ther enhanced by auxiliary interactions with residues upstream
of the coremotif (25–33). According to the structural and func-
tional analyses described here and in the accompanying article
(6), we propose a division of the functional elements within the
PDZ domain structural framework into three groups on the
basis of their contributions to ligand recognition.We have des-
ignated these groups as “primary,” “secondary,” and “tertiary”
determinants of specificity (Fig. 5). The primary functional
determinants are contained in an eight-residue stretch that
includes the carboxylate binding loop and strand#2 (#1:#2-6 to
8 and #2-1 to 5). This functional element forms interactions
with the C-terminal carboxylate and the main chain of the four
C-terminal residues of the bound peptide. In addition, the
hydrophobic side chains at #2-1 and #2-3 contribute to the
recognition of the ligand side chain at position0. The main
chain of strand#2 is important for recognition of the side chain
at the !1 position, and the side chain at #2-4 can also interact
with the side chain at postion!3. Importantly, the sequence of
this primary functional element is highly conserved among all
PDZ domains, and thus it represents an essentially invariant
core of PDZ domain function.
The primary functional element is sandwiched on either side

by secondary functional elements that account for the remain-
ing interactions necessary for recognition of the core ligand

FIGURE 5. Determinants of PDZ domain specificity. The structure of ZO1-
PDZ1-YL is shown schematically and colored to highlight the functional ele-
ments involved in ligand recognition. The peptide ligand is colored green
(core motif) and yellow (auxiliary motif). The PDZ domain functional elements
are colored magenta (primary), red (secondary), and blue (tertiary). The
spheres indicate key side chains of the PDZ domain that contribute to recog-
nition of side chains within the core ligand motif.
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motif. On one side, the side chain at a key positionwithin strand
#3 (#3-5) is poised to contribute to both site!1 and site!3. Fur-
thermore, the side chain at #3:"1-1 can contribute to site!1

recognition. In the crystal structure of the PDZ domain from
Shank1, a salt bridge is observed between Asp(#3:"1-1) and
Arg!1 of its ligand (25). In essence, interactions involving these
side chains expand upon the “default” ligand recognition pro-
vided by the primary functional element. For example, Erbin-
PDZ andmany other PDZ domains prefer a Trp!1 (6, 42). This
is the default residue in this site, as it forms interactions mostly
with the main chain of strand #2 and does not rely on contacts
with side chains in strand #3. On the other hand, Erbin-PDZ
prefers a Glu/Asp!3 because of favorable interactions with
Arg(#3-5). In contrast, an exchange of Arg to Asp at position
#3-5 in ZO1-PDZ1 relative to Erbin-PDZ expands the specific-
ity of ZO1-PDZ1 site!1 to include Tyr!1 in addition to Trp!1,
as the Asp(#3-5) side chain is able form favorable interactions
with the side chain of Tyr!1. This exchange also alters site!3

specificity to favor either Thr/Ser!3 through interactions with
Ser(#2-4) or Arg/Lys!3 by the formation of electrostatic inter-
actions with Asp(#3-5). On the other side of the binding
groove, the secondary functional elements are containedwithin
helix "2. The residues in positions "2-5 and "2-8 cooperate
with the primary functional elements to form the site0 pocket,
whereas positions "2-1 and "2-5 are the key binding determi-
nants for site!2.
Residues upstream of position!3 constitute an auxiliary

ligand motif, as interactions involving this region modulate
binding affinity for ZO1-PDZ1 and all of the LAP family PDZ
domains (6). In both Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 (Fig. 4C), and
likely many other PDZ domains (31, 33), the recognition of this
auxiliary ligand motif is mediated primarily by the #2:#3 loop.
This region constitutes a tertiary functional element (Fig. 5)
that interacts with the auxiliary motif and supports the binding
of the core motif. The #2:#3 loop is highly divergent in
sequence, length, and main chain conformation among differ-
ent PDZ domains, making it difficult to develop general rules
that correlate primary sequencewith specificity. The structures
of Erbin-PDZ and ZO1-PDZ1 explain the particular specifici-
ties of each domain for residues upstreamof position!3 reason-
ablywell.However, these structures are not sufficient to discern
the structural and functional roles of #2:#3 loops in other PDZ
domains.
In summary, the structural and functional analyses presented

here and in the accompanying article (6) provide a detailed view
of how subtle changes in PDZ domain structure can have a
profound impact on ligand specificity and biological function.
In the particular case of Erbin and ZO-1, it is striking how a few
key sequence differences have endowed ZO-1 with an
expanded binding profile that in turn broadens its range of bio-
logical interactions. As a result, ZO-1 assumes a bifunctional
role that involves localization to either adherens junctions or
tight junctions under different conditions, whereas Erbin is
restricted to adherens junctions. In more general terms, our
study provides a structural framework for understanding how
the diversemembers of the PDZdomain family have adapted to
different biological roles.
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